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The latest book on the 
~Ronnedly son of President 
Kenn sug it is more 
fikely he was the victim of a 
conspiracy. In Weekend 
James Downey summarises 
its conclusions. 

As the U.S. Department of Justice agonizes over what action to take on a new 
investigation into the JFK assassination there is otherwise a deafening 

silence of news and developments on the general subject. As David Truby's 
timely article points out perhaps more mundane obsessions such as World Peace, 
rampant inflation and terrorist activities has relegated Dallas to the back 
of Joe Public's mind. This may very well be the case but if authors and 
publishing houses have anything to do with it this will surely change soon as 
we are promised a glut of new titles over the next few months. Amongst these 
offerings will be: Beyond Conspiracy by Peter Dale Scott, Paul Hoch, et ai (a 
paperback which will examine the efforts and verdicts of the HSCA). Its Chief 
Counsel, Robert Blakey, will unveil his account, No Stone unturned,from Times 
Books, and the long-promised tome from David Lifton under the title, Aspects of 
an Assassination is also. promised soon. We will also look forward with great 
expectations to two more academic, fact-filled volumes - a classic, definitive(?) 
bibliography of JFK assassination items from Professor David Wrone and a 
combined Warren Hearings/HSCA Hearings/Appendices Index from Sylvia Meagher 
assisted by Gary Owens. News and details of all of these - hopefully-~ in our 
next issue. 

Meantime, on this side of the Atlantic, Anthony Summers, has stolen a march 
by publishing Conspiracy: Who killed President Kennedy? in mid-May. A more 
detailed analysis next time. It has appeared to mixed reviews and we reproduce 
one of the more objective overleaf, In only two weeks it has climbed up to the 
head of the best-sellers lists in paperback. A shrewd move to simultaneously 
publish in BOTH hardback AND paperback! (U.S. readers may be interested to learn 
that the (unconfirmed!) word is that it will be published around June 4980 in 
hardback from McGraw-Hill @ 914.95(?)). 

P.S. Perhaps the best news of all on the book front is that Richard E.Sprague's 
The Taking of America 1.2.5. wiil be available in a revised, second editionttts 

THE OTHER CHEEK by J.David Truby 

Did you read that the Justice Department is going to back into a sort 
of look-see about some of the murder of John F.Kennedy? If anything 
significant or even looking like the truth comes out of that, I will 
personally eat an entire edition of the New York Times.... well done, 
without salt or comment. 

Like the Warren Commission and the HSCA, the Justice Department is 
putting on investigative blinders to severely limit what it sees. They will 
look only at “technical findings" and stay away from "the conflicts". 
I think they will steer very clear of the truth, too. 

My friend Guido Garboon, a streetwise crook, snickered and told me, 
"Hey, I wish I was one of the boys mixed up in the JFK job.... I'd still 
have the government covering for me, too, just 'cause I used to do other 
jobs for them." Garboon allows that the Justice Department's limited look 
into the case is like local police trying to stop speeders by examining the - 

material composition of the roadways drivers race on. 

It's a good gamble by the men who really run things in America. Frankly, 
I think they're right when they gamble that the public doesn't really give
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CONSPIRACY: WHO KILLED PRESI- 
DENT KENNEDY? By Anthony Summers, 
Gollancz, £9.95. (UK price). 
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Teamsters Union leader. Jimmy Hoffa ‘abow). had Sitter confrontation 
with Robert Kennedy (left) bong before his brother became President. 



a damn anymore about who really was behind the JFK killing. Inflation, Iran 

and gasoline prices are on our minds today. These men have gotten away with 

murders: I still den't like the idea, though. And, I am really upset that our 
major news media continue to promote the coverup. But, finally, at long last, 

I now understand WHY the major national news media could care less about the 

truth behind JFK's death. It took Mike Wallace's honesty to make me see that. 

There's a feisty national magazine known as Mother Jones. They do some 

great investigative journalism, e.g. breaking both the Karen Silkwood and 

Ford Pinto stories before the Media Giants knew what was happening. Jeffrey 

Klein did a tough interview with Mike Wallace for Mother Jones. Klein easily 

out-wallaced Wallace in tough questions pointing out specific sacret cattle 

in whose stool Wallace and CBS feared to tread. In candid fashion, Wallace 

said he was a member of the establishment press covering establishment 

stories from an establishment point of view. He said the establishment press 

never goes after the establishment body. Mike Wallace said openly that he 

' never questions any of the premises of the society in which he lives. Wowl 

He's right. For all its pizzazz, "60 Minutes" would ignore Richard Helms' 

murderous lies, Henry Kissinger's deception that's behind erupting gasoline 

prices and the Iranian crisis, or the truth of Nelson Rockefeller, et. al. 

Mike Wallace and "60 Minutes" are premium grade chewing gum for the slightly 

‘ higher class mind bored with "The Gong Show", 

Here's what happened, then. The Power Control Group within the establish- 

ment had tried without success to cajole, bribe and then blackmail John 

Kennedy into their circle. Later, they heard the Mob was going to use some 

ex-CIA contract gunmen to shoot the President. They turned their heads and 

simply let it happen - a blessing of non-action and of silence. Today, they 

are still covering up what really happened in Dallas. , 

To these men was is more profitable than peace, while inflation and 

unemployment make more money for them than sense for the rest of us. 

A poor man kills someone and is often executed for it, while a man in 

uniform is often given a medal for the same act. Sometimes he gets more 

medals for the more people he kills. Meantime, a rich man has someone hire 

someone who hires someone else to get some people to shoot a President. He 

is. deadly sure his Country Club Cousins will close silent ranks behind him. 

He's right. That's how it works. Mike Wallace was right. You know only what 

you are supposed to know. Establishment America will now finally. lay to rest 

the death of John F.Kennedy, and hire the Justice Department to throw the 

final shovelfuls of dirt over the facts of. the conspiracy responsible for his 

death. , 

Obviously, mck and murder are only in the eye of the rakert 
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